FARMER‘S FRIEND
Creates a “fresh from the market” flair in the fruit and
vegetable section

WANZL | SHOP SOLUTIONS | PROJEC TS

WEEKLY MARKET ATMOSPHERE
IN THE RETAIL SECTOR
The new sales table transforms the fruit and
vegetable section into a freshness paradise
Buying food that has been sustainably produced by natural
means is now an important criterion in the buying decisions made
by many consumers. The ideal scenario: fruit and vegetables, best
of all produced regionally, freshly harvested – direct from the market stall to the plate at home. Wanzl’s Shop Solutions team developed the Farmer’s Friend that brings the flair typical of a weekly
market to the retail sector with the continuing boom of the weekly
shop at the market in mind. Decorated with mainly regionally
sourced, loose goods in rustic wooden boxes, the new sales counter in the Wanzl shopfitting range stimulates the desire to shop
just like at the good old weekly market: field-fresh quality that can
be touched and, above all, taken straight home!

↑ Farmer’s Friend, the weekly market stall for every day: appetising loose goods under
a classic, striped fabric awning.
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← A culinary delight for the eyes: a warm wood look for fresh
goods presentation typical of a weekly market.
↓ Particularly well suited as a group element: create
a customised weekly market hall with multiple stands.
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